Warning!

Hi All,
We need your help.
Have you received a flyer, email, or any other communication offering you money in
exchange for installing an antenna on your home? Please read this email even if you
haven’t, because you may receive one soon.
On March 29, 2021, the FCC’s OTARD rule amendment went into effect. As a result,
fixed wireless companies can now install base station antennas (for 5G, voice, and WiFi) on private homes. Companies don’t need to get a permit or even notify neighbors
that an antenna will be installed. They only need to contract with the homeowner. This
rule change will be used to enable the most significant proliferation of wireless and 5G
ever, creating a wireless “Wild West.”
Since the rule went into effect, wireless companies covered by OTARD (known as fixed
wireless companies) have been contacting people to ask if they would be interested in
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installing an antenna on their house in exchange for payment. Here is an example of a
flyer we got a hold of:
“Earn $600 – Get paid for doing nothing while helping your community. Be the first
person to provide the Internet of Things coverage in your neighborhood.”
As part of CHD’s efforts to slow down OTARD antennas deployment, we are tracking
the areas in which these companies are looking to install antennas on homes.

In case any of you receive one of these flyers being sent out by the telecoms, you need
to be aware of what the risk entails. The telecom industry will tell you this is not an
issue and you will be paid for being a showcase 5G operation in your community.
The facts are far more dangerous than anyone really knows and so you should be
prepared to know what your risks are. Before you take that extra $600, there are real
risks that can endanger your family and neighbors.
EMF radiation poisoning has been proven to cause 172 physical diseases and adverse
effects to the human body. See the chart on the following page.
5G will be the worst of both worlds. Because 5G frequencies are subject to more
obstructions and interference, they expect to need a 5G mini cell tower every 2 to 8
houses. So we will have more 5G Radiation emitting sources around us, and closer to
us. And they will be more powerful, continuous emissions.
There are literally hundreds of peer reviewed scientific studies from around the world
that have linked this “non-ionizing” form of electromagnetic radiation to things like
cancer, DNA damage (especially in infants and fetuses), and infertility. And Kevin
Mottus of the US Brain Tumor Association says that within the radio frequency portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum, the higher the frequency, the more dangerous the
radiation is.
Mini 5G Cell Tower In Your Home
Many people do not realize that they already have a mini cell tower emitting high levels
of RF Radiation in their homes and offices right now. We call them Wi-Fi routers. (If you
have a 5G wireless router emitting the 60 GHz frequency, then you have a 5G mini cell
tower in your home.)
Just like a cell tower, a Wi-Fi router emits at full power 24 hours a day 7 days a week, or
as long as you have it turned on. Its range includes your entire home and beyond. Its
radiation is the exact same RF Radiation that a cell tower emits, or that your microwave
oven uses to cook your food.
For example, my Wi-Fi router is a Netgear 5 GHz router that emits both at the 5 GHz
and 2.4 GHz frequencies. A microwave oven uses 2.45 GHz frequency to cook food.
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The new 5G Wi-Fi routers that are available now use the 60 GHz, 5 GHz and the 2.4
GHz frequencies. That is a lot of RF Radiation we are exposing ourselves and our
families to.
It is possible to protect yourself from the RF Radiation emitted by the mini cell tower in
your home we call your Wi-Fi router. By far the best way to protect yourself is to hard
wire your home with Ethernet cables (preferably “low emf Ethernet cables”). Then you
can turn off the Wi-Fi completely so that your router does not emit any RF Radiation.
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Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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